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Post-event transaction monitoring process for banks

1.2 About this document

This document is structured as follows: In Chapter 2
we present a diagram of what a transaction

This document provides you with guidance on

monitoring process can look like. This chapter also

how to set up and improve your transaction

includes the maturity model that we used in our 2016

monitoring process. In preparing this guidance

examination. Chapter 3 describes the good practices

we have made use of the most important findings

for each element of this model and examples of what

from the thematic examination conducted in 2016

not to do. We have included a glossary at the end of

“Post-event transaction monitoring process for

this document.

banks”.² Given the ongoing terrorist threat in the
Netherlands and Europe, this examination focussed
specifically on transaction monitoring in relation
to terrorist financing risks, which is why we have
included specific good practices on this subject in
this document. When developing solutions and
measures you should of course take into account your
institution’s own circumstances. You have to make
your own considerations in this respect.
This document provides an overview of the statutory
requirements that banks must fulfil, and how we
envisage compliance with transaction monitoring in
accordance with international standards and good
practices. We expect the sector to take due notice
of this, and where necessary improve its business
management.

2	The transaction monitoring theme was the subject of a cross-sectoral examination conducted in
various sectors (four banks, four payment institutions, three money transfer offices, and six trust
offices). Comparable guidances have been prepared for the other sectors.
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3 Legal context
and scope
3.1 Transaction monitoring: statutory
obligation for continuous monitoring

what purpose the business relationship is used.
In order to exercise adequate continuous

Banks have a statutory obligation to take measures

monitoring, banks must pursuant to Section 10

to counter money laundering and terrorist

of the Decree on Prudential Rules for Financial

financing. In this respect they must pay particular

Undertakings (Besluit prudentiële regels Wft – Bpr)

attention to unusual transaction patterns and

conduct a systematic integrity risk analysis (SIRA).

transactions of customers that due to their nature

Integrity risks are defined here as the “threat to the

typically carry a higher risk of money laundering or

reputation of, or the current or future threat to the

terrorist financing. If there are grounds to assume

capital or the results of a financial institution due

that a (proposed) transaction is linked to money

to insufficient compliance with the rules that are in

laundering or terrorist financing, banks must report

force under or pursuant to the law.”⁶ This therefore

this transaction to the FIU-NL³ without delay. To be

includes risks of money laundering and terrorist

able to this it is crucial that banks have in place an

financing. If on the basis of the SIRA a bank notes

effective transaction monitoring process.⁴

any new or residual risks, it must address these in
adequate policies, procedures and measures.

With reference to the DNB Guidance on the
Wwft and Sw, version 3.0, April 2015, we confirm

Specifically with regard to risks relating to money

the following⁵: as the Wft (ethical operational

laundering and terrorist financing, under the Anti-

management) and the Wwft are focused on the

Money Laundering and Anti-Terrorist Financing

same objective , the procedures a bank uses for the

Act (Wwft) banks must carry our checks on their

implementation of the Wft and the Wwft can be

customers.⁷ This must include establishing the

integrated so that the requirements under the two

purpose and the intended nature of the business

Acts can be met in the same manner. Measures to

relationship. They are also obliged to monitor

combat money laundering and terrorist financing,

the business relationship and the transactions

based on the Wft are set out in greater detail in the

conducted for the duration of that relationship

Wwft. The principal goal remains that banks should

on an ongoing basis.⁸ This way banks can ensure

know who they are doing business with and for

that the transactions conducted correspond to the

3 	For the sake of brevity, referred to hereinafter as “unusual transactions”.
4 	Section 14(4) of the Decree on Prudential Rules for Financial Undertakings
(Besluit prudentiële regels Wft – Bpr) and Sections 2a(1) and (3) under d, of the Wwft.
5

See pages 5 and 6 of this Guidance.

6

Section 1 of the Bpr.

7

Sections 2a(1) and 3(1) of the Wwft.

8	Section 1(1), under m, of the Wwft defines a transaction as follows: “an act or a combination of acts performed by or
on behalf of a customer of which the institution has taken note in the provision of its services to that customer.”
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3.2 Scope of guidance
This guidance applies to the following: Banks
having their registered offices in the Netherlands,
as defined in Section 1(1) of the Wwft; branches
of foreign banks having their registered offices in
the Netherlands as defined in Section 1(1) of the
Wwft; internationally operating banks as meant in
Section 2(1) of the Wwft. In other words, if these
banks have branches or subsidiaries in a state that
is not a EU/EEA Member State, these branches
or subsidiaries must structure their transaction
monitoring process in accordance with the
Wwft requirements.

9
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Transaction monitoring can be conducted in various

We believe pre-transaction monitoring, either as

ways. As shown in the diagram it is possible to

an automated or a manual process, can effectively

have pre-transaction monitoring¹⁴ and post-event

contribute to the detection of unusual transactions

transaction monitoring, in other words transactions

as it is in this stage that actual customer contact

can be monitored both beforehand and afterwards.

takes place. As such, the front office has a
substantial responsibility in detecting unusual

Pre-transaction monitoring

transactions such as money laundering and terrorist

Pre-transaction monitoring is carried out before

financing. This is relevant when a clear profile of

effecting the transaction, and mainly applies to

expected transactions is drawn up at the start of

situations of face-to-face contact between the

the customer relationship for monitoring purposes.

customer and the bank employee. For example

This will allow the institution to detect unusual

when a customer visits a bank to exchange a

proposed transactions even before they are effected,

quantity of banknotes in certain denominations

and notify them to FIU-NL without delay.

or foreign currency, or to make a cash deposit.
Another example is trade finance, in which a
bank is expected to carry out a specific proposed
transaction. In the case of post-event transaction

Good practice

monitoring the transaction has already been

A bank notes that a requested transaction from

carried out by the bank and transaction

its Trade Finance Services department relates to

monitoring occurs afterwards.

products that differ from the customer’s regular
business. The transaction is put on hold and

We stress that banks should also have a

reported to the MLRO¹⁵. Further inquiry reveals

pre-transaction monitoring process in place,

that the customer has shifted its business

with appropriate measures to detect unusual

to a new market. The customer is asked to

transactions when or preferably before they

submit documentary evidence, which is then

are conducted.

presented to the MLRO. The MLRO approves
the transaction, after which it is effected.

14 	In the case of post-event transaction monitoring the transaction has already been carried
out by the institution and transaction monitoring occurs retrospectively, while in the case of
pre-transaction monitoring the transaction has not yet been carried out.
15 

MLRO means Money Laundering Reporting Officer, a second-line function.
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A feasible transaction profile in any case

process. This can be data concerning the customer,

meets the following six criteria:

the services and the transactions. If there are large

1

Current: the transaction profile is up-to-date and

numbers of transactions then it is appropriate to

is dated. All relevant changes to the profile are

have an automated transaction monitoring system

made promptly.

in place to be able to safeguard the effectiveness,

Complete: the transaction profile contains all

consistency and processing time of the monitoring.

2

bank account numbers, names of beneficiaries
3

and authorised representatives.

The system must at least include pre-defined

Specific: the expected items and money flows

business rules: detection rules in the form of

are clearly described in terms of e.g. amounts,

scenarios and threshold values. In addition to this,

services and frequency. The (threshold) amounts

more advanced systems may also be needed, and

indicated are well-substantiated and can actually

in applicable cases may be essential, depending

contribute to recognising unusual transactions.

on the nature and the size of the transactions and

4

Clear: financial flows are represented in clear

the nature of the institution in question. So for

and simple diagrams.

example, a highly advanced system would be less

5

Substantiated: the transaction profile is

necessary for a bank with a limited number of

substantiated with relevant documents clarifying

simple transactions. It may also be the case that a

and explaining the forecast financial flows.

bank considers the use of a highly advanced system,

Documented: the transaction profile is

which makes use of artificial intelligence (AI) for

documented in the customer file.

example, to be essential.¹⁷

6

Step 2: detection of patterns and transactions

In any case, the responsibility for effectively detecting

For the second step, detecting the unusual

unusual transactions remains with the bank. A bank

transaction patterns and transactions that may

must have a good understanding of its systems,

indicate money laundering or terrorist financing,

and should not just rely on the algorithms provided

a bank must have a transaction monitoring system

by external suppliers. When opting for an AI-based

in place. Before making use of such a system the

system, it may therefore be advisable to involve staff

bank should ensure that all data are fully and

with relevant expertise.

correctly included in the transaction monitoring

17 	The application of artificial intelligence involves the computer itself learning to recognise specific
patterns based on a pattern recognition or cluster algorithm. An algorithm is a method used to
calculate certain quantities and functions.
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The figure below provides a further elaboration of
the maturity model for the post-event transaction
monitoring, including the possible scores for the
six areas of assessment.
Section 5 of this guidance presents our outcomes
and examples (good practices and not so good
examples of interpretation of the standard.
The good practices illustrate how banks have been
able to achieve a yellow or green score in that area.

15
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5.1.1 Risk profile: expected transaction pattern

To determine expected transaction behaviour, during
periodic monitoring (i.e. periodic CDD review),

In determining the customer due diligence risk

the bank can for example obtain information about:

classification (low, medium, high), the bank

(expected) incoming (and outgoing) flows of
▪	

must assess the customer’s expected transaction

funds, including volumes, types of counterparties

behaviour.

and countries; the types of transactions,
distribution channels and their frequency (credit
card, non-cash transfers, cash withdrawals and

Under the Wwft banks must prepare a customer risk

deposits, funding, foreign currency, etc.).

profile as part of the customer due diligence process.
This involves assessing several factors relating to

Possibly by using peer grouping the bank may deploy

the customer, such as the sector(s) and countries

advanced data analysis techniques in preparing the

in which they are active, the products and the

expected transaction profile.

services obtained from the bank and the distribution
channel. On this basis the bank can determine the

The expected transaction profile plays an essential

risk classification of the customer. Depending on

role in detecting unusual transactions and hence

the risk, mass retail customers could be included in

preventing money laundering and terrorist financing,

homogeneous peer groups.

as banks can only mark transactions as unusual
if they know what exactly qualifies as an unusual

Customers are subject to periodic review and their

transaction. If it appears from certain transactions

details are updated based on relevant events. The

or account developments that the customer’s

underlying reasons on which the risk classification

transaction behaviour is deviating from its risk

is based are also used for the bank’s transaction

profile, the bank must establish whether there is

monitoring process. When customers do not have

the possibility of unusual transactions, and whether

a risk classification, it is in any case not possible to

further actions have to be taken, such as for example

provide a risk-oriented basis for the transaction

a re-evaluation of the customer’s risk profile. The

monitoring system. Based on knowledge of

bank must also assess the effectiveness of the alerts

the customer, the bank can check whether the

that are generated in the event of a potential unusual

transactions they carry out match the picture it has

transaction. Good cooperation between different

of the customer and the expected transaction profile.

individuals and departments is essential in this respect.
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5.2 Policies and procedures

and that the expected transaction behaviour
is taken into account in the risk assessment.

Banks have developed sufficient policy for

A risk score and customer risk profile must be

transaction monitoring and have sufficiently

recorded for each customer and customer group,

elaborated this policy in underlying procedures

including a description of expected activities and

and operating processes.

transactions in view of the products and services
they purchase. Related policy must be worked out
in procedures and working processes, describing

Banks have a statutory obligation to have in place

how the bank and its staff should act in certain

policies, procedures and processes in order to

circumstances.

effectively detect unusual transaction patterns or
transactions that may involve money laundering

We expect that the outcome of the SIRA with

and/or terrorist financing. Effective policy

regard to the risks of money laundering or terrorist

means that a risk assessment and risk profile is

financing are reflected in policy and procedures for

prepared for each customer or customer group,

the transaction monitoring process.

Good practice
A bank indicated in its policy that it took additional

policy, the bank decided to mitigate this inherently

control measures for customers with a high-risk

higher risk by applying stricter monitoring to the

profile. In carrying out its SIRA, the bank found that

transactions of these customers. To do so, it added

PEP customers have a high-risk profile by default.

tailored controls for this specific customer group to

As part of its SIRA process and in line with its

its regular transaction monitoring system.
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▪▪ the nature and frequency of transactions, e.g. cash
or non-cash;
▪▪ the customer’s risk profile classification, e.g. low,
medium or high;
▪▪ international transactions effected from off-shore
countries through the Netherlands to other offshore countries.

Other examples concern dormant accounts,
▪▪ e.g. if an account is “dormant” for six months but
then suddenly becomes active;
▪▪ a substantial difference (to be determined by the
bank) in an account balance with respect to the
average balance over the past three months;
▪▪ transactions to or from high-risk countries,
financial organisations or countries with whom

The bank must ensure there is sufficient
diversification in the business rules, certainly in

the customer did not do business with before;
▪▪ a scenario for “consultancy payments”.

the case of several customer segments, countries,
products and types of transactions.

In establishing business rules, the bank also considers
other transactions of the customer or transactions in

An example of a business rule in the retail segment

past periods, how long a customer has had a relation

could be the following: customers within a specific

ship with the bank, comparisons with a customer’s

age group, e.g. 18-25 years, crossing certain limits

age group, and whether or not the customer is in a

with respect to the size and frequency of non-cash

high-risk postal code area or country,²⁰

transactions.

Good practice
In conducting its SIRA, a bank identified an

in order to continue providing banking services

inherent corruption risk ensuing from transactions

for this customer group. It therefore implemented

of customers classified as PEPs. The bank decided

specific business rules for PEP transactions in its

this risk had to be mitigated to an acceptable level

transaction monitoring process.²¹

20	All of course in accordance with the applicable privacy regulations.
21 	PEP means Politically Exposed Persons; PEPs are subject to enhanced customer due diligence.
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5.3.3 Periodic evaluation of business rules:
backtesting

2.	An analysis of transactions which are identified
as possibly unusual through a route other than
post-event transaction monitoring. The aim of

Business rules must be periodically reviewed and

this type of backtesting is to analyse the extent

tested for effectiveness.

to which the transaction and monitoring system
is able to detect unusual transaction patterns
and transactions.

We expect banks to get the the effectiveness of their

3.	A test involving analysis of business rules with

transaction monitoring system to the desired level

many or only false positive alerts. The aim of this

and to maintain it. In this regards we expect banks to

test is to review how these business rules can

periodically evaluate this system to assess whether
the business rules applied are effective or ineffective.

be adjusted to generate more true positives.
4.	A test involving retrospective analysis of

This could for example be the case if business rules are

the timeliness of notifications in order to

to loosely defined or have thresholds and values that

improve this.

are too high, and as a result there are almost no alerts
resulting from a certain business rule. Banks must

The aim of these tests is to further optimise the

therefore conduct periodic reviews to assess whether

business rules and make them more effective in

certain business rules have incorrectly not generated

order to generate more true positive alerts. At the

any alerts and existing rules require adjustment.

same time, these tests also help the bank to conduct
transaction monitoring as efficiently as possible.

Rules can be evaluated through backtesting. Based
on the results of backtesting, banks can make the
necessary adjustments to the business rules of their
transaction monitoring system.
Backtesting can be conducted in different ways
such as:
1.	Retrospective analysis of a selection of transactions
which under a previous system configuration did
not generate an alert. The aim of this is to assess
whether it was correct that these transactions did
not produce an alert (a true negative) or whether
certain transactions are in fact indicative of unusual
behaviour (a false negative). If false negatives are
observed, the business rules must be expanded or
stricter threshold levels applied.
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Two examples of specific technology for different

5.3.5 Transaction pattern analyses

parts of available data are;

With the help of a transactions monitoring system,

▪▪ full-text search and text mining of available

banks can detect transaction patterns or networks

free-form²² text and additional unstructured

or combinations of transactions. This is understood

information related to the transaction, such as

to mean a set of transactions of one or several

agreements and other transaction documents.

customers which at an aggregated level could

This may vary from searching for keywords to

indicate money laundering or terrorist financing.

identifying significant word patterns or code

We encourage the use of predictive analytics

words in transaction details, such as “family

to improve the effectiveness of the transaction

support” or “gift”²³, which may be an indication of

monitoring. Predictive analytics should offer the

terrorist financing.

possibility of being able to detect automated

▪▪ pattern and network analyses to detect
underlying connections between transactions.

and standard broader transaction patterns and
structures and transaction networks.

When applying advanced technologies such as

5.3.6 Business rules in relation to terrorist

full-text search, text mining, machine learning and

financing

clustering, it is important to measure the quality

Data analysis with the help of targets and typologies

of the algorithms based on a reference set that

plays a key role in combating terrorist financing.

includes manually-identified suspicious patterns.

Banks have large quantities of transaction and

In other words, this means you “label” the patterns

customer data at their disposal. To detect business

to identify what the patterns are and where they

relationships with individuals that may have a

are hidden in the tested data. You can also conduct

connection to terrorist financing and identify new

this measurement based on a manual analysis of the

typologies, it is important to design a process for

sample checks. We note that information retrieval

continuous analysis of this data.

and text mining apply measurement values such
as precision and recall, the application of which
can help to indicate the quality and reliability of
automatic data analyses.

22	Transactions contain text in free format fields, and software technologies can be used to retrieve valuable
information from large quantities of such texts, e.g. specific patterns and trends. Using software technologies,
the texts are structured and decompiled, transformed, fed into databases and then evaluated and interpreted.
23	Source: The Egmont Group of Financial Intelligence Units, A global Financial Typology of Foreign Terrorist
Fighters; November 2015.
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5.3.7 IT control measures to safeguard quality and

In order to safeguard completeness, it is important

completeness of data

that the transaction monitoring system includes
all transactions with associated data from the

Banks must safeguard the quality and

source systems. It is possible to safeguard the

completeness of the data that is used in the

completeness of data in various ways. This depends

transaction monitoring system, for example,

on the IT landscape and the source systems used.

through technical segregation of duties and

Banks must decide in advance which transactions

completeness controls.

and associated data to control. They must
subsequently establish control measures in both
the source systems and the transaction monitoring

Banks must safeguard the quality and completeness

system. These measures relate both to the quality of

of the data that is used in the transaction

the data and to its completeness.

monitoring system, for example, through technical
segregation of duties and completeness controls.

The measures taken must be underpinned by
adequate management of the IT landscape for

We expect the quality and completeness of the

the transaction monitoring process. We therefore

data used in an automated transaction monitoring

advise banks to periodically control whether this

system to be adequately safeguarded. Important

IT landscape still meets the requirements set, and

control measures in this respect are the (technical)

wherever these requirements still reflect the risks:

segregation of duties and controls on the

▪▪ Does the IT component of the risk analysis for

completeness of data. The (technical) segregation
of duties is a fundamental part of safeguarding
data quality. This ensures that no undesired or

the transaction monitoring process continue to
reflect changing circumstances.
▪▪ Based on a risk analysis, are the IT control

uncontrolled adjustments are made to data.

measures applied from all the source systems to

Segregation of duties can occur in various ways:

the transaction monitoring system, including all

segregation is between two processes such as entry

platforms in between, still effective?

and authorisation, but also technical segregation

▪▪ Does the process not have a single point of

of duties between the test environments and the

failure and is knowledge of the transaction

production environment.

monitoring system sufficiently safeguarded?
▪▪ Does the documentation describe the actual
situation, in IT technical and non-IT technical
terms, such as business rules?
▪▪ Is management of general IT controls sufficient?
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5.4 A
 lert handling and notification
process

Banks must have procedures and working processes
in place to assess and handle alerts. We expect
banks to have sufficient insight into the audit trail

As described above, banks must notify FIU-NL of

and the processing times of follow-up actions for

executed or proposed unusual transactions promptly

alerts. These procedures and working processes

upon their unusual nature becoming known. Prompt

should ensure that the processing time from

notification to FIU-NL is one of the key elements of

generating an alert to notification to FIU-NL is as

the AML/CFT process. FIU-NL investigates all notified

short as possible and that the right priorities are set

transactions and, in the event these transactions are

when dealing with alerts.

marked as suspect, reports them to the investigative
authorities. As a result, notification of unusual

We expect banks to record the considerations and

transactions may lead to criminal prosecution, which

conclusions for closing an alert or for reporting

is why a bank’s notification duty is essential in the

the transaction as unusual to FIU-NL. As described

AML/CFT process.

earlier it is important in this respect to document
whether the transaction in question reflects the

The sections below set out guidelines for the alert

customer’s transaction behaviour but also to verify

handling and notification process.

whether such a transaction is logical and plausible
for the type of customer and the sector in which the

5.4.1 Alertafhandelingsproces

customer is active.

Banks must have an adequate process for

We observed during our examination that escalation

notification and dealing with alerts. In this process,

of alerts to the second line was largely absent from

for each alert considerations and conclusions

the alerts handling process. It is therefore important

are documented underlying decisions to close or

that banks offer clear guidelines for those cases in

escalate an alert.

which escalation from the first line to the second
line (compliance) is necessary. Please note: We also
expect banks to be able to adequately substantiate
any conclusion, based on consideration of risks, to not
notify FIU-NL.
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Good practice
A bank’s transaction monitoring system

that cash deposits amounted to approximately

generated an alert following substantial cash

19% of the customer’s total income. Based on

deposits into a business account. As a follow-up,

the guidance, the alert handler was able to

a broad analysis of the customer and transaction

confirm that this percentage is in line with the

profile was made, which established that the

applicable ratios for this sector. Even in the

account is held by a well-known beach restaurant

summer period the ratio between cash and non-

on the Dutch coast, and that the CDD file did

cash income remained below 20%. This could be

not contain any specific risks. An additional

explained from the customer’s regular business

background investigation into the customer also

activities, which commonly show a seasonal

revealed a transparent situation, and no issues

pattern and a higher income in the summer

from the past.

period. It was also established that the outgoing
transactions mainly involved wage payments,

The transaction analysis showed that frequent

wholesaler purchases, taxes and rent. This also

cash deposits were made into this account, with a

fits in with regular catering business activities.

monthly volume fluctuating between EUR 5,000
and 15,000. In the summer period this incidentally

Based on the analysis, the alert handler concluded

increased to above EUR 20,000, exceeding the

that the cash deposits were not unusual given the

expected volume of cash deposits laid down in

customer profile, and that they therefore did not

this customer’s risk profile. The analysis showed

need to be notified.
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Good practice
A bank must keep abreast of developments

Service (Fiscale inlichtingen- en opsporingsdienst

in money laundering and terrorist financing,

– FIOD) revealed that the customer was indeed

and payment instruments such as bitcoin and

a “bitcoin casher”. Bitcoin cashers purchase

other virtual currencies.²⁶ In their alert handling

bitcoins from traders who most likely obtained

process, one of the banks we examined identified

them from trading in illegal goods on the dark

a customer who made a lot of cash withdrawals

web, where bitcoins are a common payment

following non-cash transfers from companies

instrument. The bitcoin cashers then sell these

trading in bitcoin and other crypto currencies. The

bitcoins to exchange offices on legal platforms in

bank notified FIU-NL of this, and investigation by

exchange for euros. The proceeds in euros are then

FIU-NL and the Fiscal Investigation and Detection

withdrawn from the account in cash.

5.4.3 Alerts related to the risk of terrorist

business rules in order to detect terrorist financing

financing

risks. We also expect banks to use recent guidance

We expect banks to maintain a list of red flags that

documents and newsletters issued by DNB, FIU-NL

could indicate terrorist financing. The list must fit

and international bodies such as the Financial Action

the bank’s risk profile and should be translated into

Task Force on Money Laundering (FATF).

Good practice
Based on media coverage, a bank suspected a

that closely monitors developments through the

customer of having a possible connection to

media and takes action by developing an alert for

jihadi groups. The bank developed an alert for this

this customer.

customer. This is a good practice of an institution

26	In July 2014, we alerted the banks to the high-risk profile of virtual currencies in a thematic
examination into new payment methods.
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5.4.4 Notification process

of transactions for which there are grounds to
suspect they are related to money laundering

Banks must have an adequate process for

or terrorist financing. They must ensure that all

notification and dealing with alerts. Banks

relevant information relating to notifications is

must ensure they fully and immediately notify

kept confidential, with due regard to the conditions

FIU-NL of any executed or proposed unusual

and exceptions provided for in the law, and the

transactions.

guiding principles for this must be established
in policies and procedures. We expect banks to
ensure that policy and procedures are reflected

Institutions have a statutory obligation to provide

in for example, appropriate access rights with

this notification as soon as the unusual nature of the

regard to core systems used for case management

transaction becomes known. In addition to notifying

and notifications, secure information flows and

FIU-NL banks can also report any strong suspicions of

guidance/training to all staff members involved.

money-laundering or terrorist financing to the police

This guidance and training is primarily important

at the same time. If this is not reported immediately,

for the first-line staff who have contact with

there is a risk that FIU-NL and the law enforcement

customers. It is essential that these staff know when

services will misinterpret the relevant information.

there may be cases of unusual transactions, what

Any incidents must also be reported to us.²⁷

questions they have to ask the customer and which
information they must not under any circumstances

Banks must ensure they fully and immediately

disclose to the customer.

notify FIU-NL of any executed or proposed unusual
transactions. In this respect they must have a
procedure in place that defines the notification
process, and what steps to take in such cases. When

Good practice

investigating these alerts it is important to examine

A good example is a bank that provides sufficient

the customer’s earlier and related transactions, and

guidance to its staff about reporting unusual

to reconsider the customer’s risk and associated

transactions. It does so by discussing examples

transaction profile.

of cases on a quarterly basis and including this in
the regular training programme. The bank takes

Banks must ensure adequate written processes

the results of this analysis into account for the the

are in place for immediately notifying FIU-NL

customer’s current risk assessment.

27	See also Section 12 of the Decree on Prudential Rules for Financial Undertakings.
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5.4.5 Reclassification of customer risk

We expect banks to ensure that those responsible

If the results of the analysis provide sufficient

for analysing alerts (and if applicable receiving

grounds we expect the institution to re-evaluate

feedback reports) also have possibilities to

the customer’s risk profile to establish whether

reassess the customer’s risk profile. We also expect

there are reasons to adjust this profile. This can for

these analysts to be able to indicate to the staff

example be based on event-driven review. This way

responsible for customer assessment that a

the institution safeguards the customers risk profile,

re-evaluation is necessary. In this respect we also

ensuring the customer’s risk classification reflects its

expect banks, through a quality assurance process,

risk of money laundering or terrorist financing. Also,

to monitor if such re-evaluations are adequately

if the bank receives feedback from FIU-NL stating

conducted. The alerts handling process can also

that the report of the suspicious transaction has

offer insight into the effectiveness of the business

been passed on to the investigative authorities, the

rules in place. The first-line staff can play a key role

institution must reassess the customer’s risk profile

in this respect and provide input for the periodic

and if necessary adjust it.

review of the business rules.

Good practice
In a local news release, a staff member read that

the proceeds of these illegal activities in cash

a cannabis farm was discovered at the house of

into these accounts. He explained that he was in

one of the bank’s customers. Further investigation

financial difficulties and hence resorted to illegal

revealed that the customer had made several

activities. The unusual transactions were notified

cash deposits into his own account and that of

to FIU-NL, the customer’s risk classification was

his foundation. The customer confirmed that he

reviewed and the customer was reclassified as

ran a cannabis farm in his home and deposited

unacceptable.
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We expect the bank’s organisation to be set

We expect senior management to address signals

up in such a way that the first line has a clear

from the first, second and third lines about possible

responsibility for transaction monitoring and that

shortcomings in the transaction monitoring process.

the second line (compliance) has an advisory and

In this respect it is important that banks have

monitoring role but also can have a role in reporting

adequate and regular management information

unusual transactions to FIU-NL. ²⁹

that provides insight into signals and results, so they
can take timely action on this basis. In this way,

We expect your institution to have clearly defined

in addition to its advisory and monitoring role,

what the advisory task of compliance is in relation

compliance also fulfils a reporting role with respect

to transaction monitoring, for example, dealing with

to transaction monitoring. At most of the banks

advice from compliance on high-risk cases. Quality

we examined, this reporting role was in place.

assurance for transaction monitoring is performed

DNB expects compliance’s periodic accountability

by the second line. This is usually referred to

report to contain explicit management information

as second-line monitoring. In this context, it is

about the most important results of its transaction

important to periodically and systematically test

monitoring.

procedures and processes.
As a second-line function, compliance carries out
a monitoring role, and periodically tests whether
measures are adequate or whether they have to
be adjusted. We also expect the third-line function,
the independent internal control function, to check
the functioning of the first and the second line with
sufficient regularity. In this respect, the organisation
ensures that it has sufficient capacity available, both
quantitatively and qualitatively, to fulfil these roles
and tasks.

29	We note in this context that the following may be included in the Wwft (based on the Fourth Anti
Money laundering Directive) with respect to the compliance function: “the compliance function
monitors compliance with statutory regulations and institution-specific internal rules and is
responsible for reporting unusual transactions to FIU-NL, as described in Section 16(1) of the Wwft.”
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Glossary
Alert

Expected transaction behaviour

A signal indicating a potentially unusual transaction.

The expected pattern of the customer’s
transactions.

Alert handler
The member of staff who analyses, investigates and

Financial and Economic Crime

records the alert.

Money laundering, corruption, terrorist financing,
insider trading, non-compliance with sanctions

Back-testing

and other criminal behaviour (for example

Testing and optimisation of a certain approach,

embezzlement, fraud and forgery).

based on historical data.
Indicators
Business rules

Indication or signal that a transaction may involve

The set of detection rules that are applied in the

money laundering or terrorist financing.

transaction monitoring system, comprising applied
scenarios and the certain threshold values.

Notification process
The process of reporting unusual transactions to

Continuous monitoring

FIU-NL, as described in Section 16(1) of the Wwft.

Ongoing monitoring and control.
Peer grouping
Customer

Defining customer groups with common

the customer is the natural or legal person with

characteristics.

whom a business relationship is entered into or who
has a transaction effected.

SIRA
Systematic integrity risk analysis, as described in

Customer due diligence (CDD)

Section 10 of the Bpr.

Investigation as defined in Section 1of the Wwft.
Targets
Customer risk profile

Targets are subjects that are associated with

Classification of customers according to risk

terrorist financing.

categories, as set out in the DNB Guidance on the
Wwft and the Sanctions Act, pp 11-12.

Transaction
An act or a combination of acts performed by or

Event-driven review

on behalf of a customer of which the institution has

The institution conducts a customer due diligence

taken note in the provision of its services to that

on the basis of an event or incident.

customer.
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Disclaimer
In this guidance document, De Nederlandsche Bank N.V. (DNB), sets out its expectations
regarding observed or envisaged behaviour in supervision practice, that reflects an appropriate
application of the legal framework relating to the requirements of transaction monitoring. This
document also includes practical examples for a better interpretation.
This document guidance must at all times be read in conjunction with the published guidances
on this subject such as the DNB Guidance on the Wwft and SW (version April 2015). You can
use the good practices described in this guidance as a basis for your transaction monitoring,
while also taking into consideration your institution’s own circumstances. Where appropriate, a
stricter application of the underlying regulations may apply.
This Guidance is not a legally binding document or a DNB policy rule as referred to in Section
1:3(4) of the General Administrative Law Act (Algemene Wet Bestuursrecht), and it does
not have or aim to have any legal effect. It does not replace any legislation or any policy,
supervisory or other regulation on this topic. The examples presented in this document are not
exhaustive and cannot cover every eventuality. Rather, they aim to help institutions interpret
and implement the statutory requirements.

